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(54) Device and method for splitting a stream of meat products in a coating process

(57) The present invention relates to a splitting de-
vice (7) for dividing a food product feed (14) into multiple
streams (15), which comprises an inlet (16) and multiple

outlets (11), characterized in that the device (7) further
comprises product feed splitting means (8) and means
(9, 12, 13, 17) to remove the products (3) from the feed
splitting means (8).
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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a splitting device for dividing a food product feed into multiple streams, wherein
the device comprises an inlet and multiple outlets.
[0002] Such splitting devices are well known from the state of the art and are, for example, utilized in front of a coating
device, as it is described in US 7 418 920 B2. In this coater, a granular material, for example flour or breadcrumb material,
is conveyed to food products by means of meshed conveyor belts for coating the food products with the granular materials.
One particular system to cover the food products with a coating material, is by means of a tumbling process, where the
food products and the coating material are fed into a rotating drum. Inside the drum both components are thrown around
by the rotating motion and during that process the food products are fully covered with the coating material. The drum
can either be placed slightly sloped, or equipped with an internal auger to transport the products from the infeed to the
outfeed of the drum. At the outfeed, the coated product is separated from the excess coating material and dropped on
a device that moves the coated product to the next process step. This device is usually a conveyor.
[0003] It is a problem of the known transport mechanisms that the drum drops the food products onto the discharge
conveyor as a relatively narrow line. Due to the rotation of the drum, the food products are lifted only on one side and
all food products drop approximately on the same point. Therefore the state of the art suggests to use a multitude of
drums, each producing a line of products. However, this concept has the disadvantage that the food product infeed has
to be split into a multitude of streams prior to entering the drums.
[0004] It was therefore the objective of the present invention to provide a splitting device that is feasible for food
products, particularly meat products.
[0005] The problem is solved with a splitting device for dividing a food product feed into multiple streams, wherein the
device comprises an inlet and multiple outlets and wherein the device further comprises product feed splitting means
and means to remove the products from the feed splitting means.
[0006] The present invention relates to a splitting device that splits a food product feed into multiple streams. The food
product feed comprises a multitude of individual food pieces. The food product is preferably meat, more preferably wet,
moist and/or sticky meat. The meat is, for example, the inner fillet of a chicken breast. Preferably, at least one extension
of the meat product is 5 - 20 cm
[0007] The device comprises preferably one single inlet and a multitude, preferably more than two, of outlets. The
splitting device splits the food product feed into a multitude of outlets. Preferably, the outlets are located below the inlet,
so that the food products are, on their way from the inlet to one of the outlets, at least partially, preferably entirely, driven
by gravity.
[0008] In a preferred embodiment, the device has the shape of a trough.
[0009] According to the present invention, the device comprises at least one product splitting means. Preferably, one
product splitting means is located between two adjacent outlets. Preferably, the product splitting means is rip- or wall-
like shaped.
[0010] Since it is unavoidable that some products are getting stuck at the splitting means, which split the feed of food
products into multiple streams, the device according to the present invention comprises means to remove the product
from these critical points, so that each product moves towards one of the outlets.
[0011] According to another or a preferred embodiment, the splitting device comprises means to reduce the adhesion
force between the food product and the splitting device. Thus, the food product is kept in motion and does not get stuck
and blocks the splitting device.
[0012] Preferably, the means are a moving element, preferably an oscillating, vibrating, rotating and/or linearly moving
element, more preferably located upstream from the splitting means, more preferably on top of the splitting means.
Preferably, each moving element is positioned in line with a splitting means. The moving element either reduces the
adhesion force between the splitting device, particularly the splitting means, and/or drives the food product towards one
of the outlets. Particularly, it keeps one or more critical point(s) of the splitting device in motion at which the food product
might get stuck.
[0013] Preferably, the splitting device comprises vibration means, which vibrate one or more splitting means or the
entire splitting device. The vibration means particularly reduce the adhesion force between the device or a part of it and
the food product. More particularly, static friction forces between the food product and the splitting device are avoided.
[0014] Preferably, the splitting device comprises a ramp from which the food product drops or slides. The ramp is
preferably in direct flow-connection with the infeed. More preferably, the ramp is divided by the splitting means. A food
product which slides and/or falls along the ramp preferably hits the splitting means and is thus directed towards one of
the outlets. Thus, the food product feed is preferably essentially split by gravitational force.
[0015] Preferably, the splitting device comprises a single infeed, preferably a belt. This infeed is located upstream
from the inlet of the splitting device and transports the food products into the splitting device.
[0016] The splitting element can comprise a forced product motion, for example when the infeed section comprises
at least one, preferably multiple, more preferably diverging infeed belt(s) which transport the food product towards the
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splitting device. Food products are fed onto the belt(s) as a bulk, but when the belts are preferably moving away from
each other, food products will be pulled along with one of the belts, so that the product-bulk is spread. To avoid food
product to end up between two belt sections, means to remove the products from the feed splitting means is utilized.
[0017] In a preferred embodiment, the splitting device is closed with the exception of its inlet and its outlets. This
preferred embodiment has hygienic advantages and it can be assured that no food product or other ingredients are spilled.
[0018] Preferably, the splitting device is part of a food-product-coating device. More preferably, the splitting device is
located upstream from the food-product-coating device. The food-product-coating device preferably comprises a multi-
tude of drums, wherein the number of outlets of the splitting device is preferably identical to the number of drums of the
food-product-coating-device. Preferably, each outlet of the splitting device is combined with a drum coating system and
more preferably, a spreader is provided at the outfeed of the drums, respectively. This spreader consists, for example,
of any sort of flat surface, that can be placed under any convenient angle. It can be perforated and may be equipped
with rugs or other obstacles to guide the products. The device preferably needs a drive to keep the products in motion.
The invention is now explained according to Figures 1 - 8. These explanations do not limit the scope of protection.

Figure 1 illustrates schematically a device for coating food products in a tumbling drum which is known from
the prior art, including an infeed and an outfeed belt.

Figure 2 illustrates schematically a device for coating food products in a multiple tumbling drum which is
known from the prior art, including an infeed and an outfeed belt.

Figures 3 - 7 & 9 each depict an embodiment of the inventive splitting device.

Figure 8 depicts an overview of the outfeed side of the drums in a multiple drum situation.

[0019] In figure 1 a device for coating food products in a tumbling drum (4) is depicted, which is known from the prior
art, including an infeed (5) and an outfeed belt (6).Typical in this concept is the use of a single drum. Inside the drum,
the food products, particularly the meat product is moved around together with a breading substance and thereby coated
with breading substance. Sometimes the infeed belt feeds the food products directly into the drum, but sometimes the
inner diameter of the drum is smaller than the width of the infeed belt. In those cases, there is some sort of separate
device that squeezes the stream of food products together to the required width. This figure shows clearly the narrow
line of coated product (3), the way it is thrown out of the drum if no action is taken.
[0020] Figure 2 is essentially the same concept but with multiple drums. Multiple drums, in this example three, produce
multiple lanes of coated product (3) that require only a little amount of interaction to be spread out to their share of the
total belt width. On the infeed side, it is clear that the infeed belt (5) is not able to fill the three drums (4) properly.
[0021] In figure 3, a splitting device (7), here a trough (7), is shown schematically. Essential here is the single infeed
(5), which feeds the food products towards the inlet of the splitting device. Food product (not depicted) is dropped and/or
slid into the splitting device in which it is guided to one of the multiple outlets (11). Each splitting means (8), here a fin,
prevents that food product ends up in any other place than one of the exits. This system has the disadvantage that
certain products might drop exactly on top of the splitting area, and might stay there. Therefore the entire splitting means
and or part of it are moved to direct this product to one of the outlets and/or to reduce the adhesion force between the
splitting means (8) and the food product so that the food product moves, preferably slides, towards one of the outlets (11).
[0022] In figure 4, the splitting device (7) is a vibrating device (9). A full belt width stream is fed into the splitting device,
here a shaker pan (10), and is then split, here into three product streams (15). Due to the vibration, here of the entire
splitting device (7), the adhesion forces between the food product and the splitting device are reduced and it is avoided
that food product gets stuck in the spreading device (7). Each outlet is, for example, connected to one drum, in which
the product is coated.
[0023] In figure 5, an alternative solution is shown. To prevent food product from getting stuck on top of the splitting
means (8), as described according to figure 3, a means (12), here a shaft, is located upstream from the splitting means.
To avoid food products from getting stuck on or to the means (12), it is moving, here rotating. The rotation can be in a
single direction, continuous rotation, an oscillating, two direction rotation, and/or a start/stop system that rotates and/or
oscillates at a certain interval, intermittently. Depending on the chosen motion, there can be any kind of drive and
transmission. For example, a crankshaft transmission can be used to make the means (12) oscillate, and a belt or chain
can be utilized for a rotating motion. In this example, one of the shafts is indicated as oscillating and the other as rotating.
[0024] Figure 6 shows a similar solution to the embodiment depicted in figure 5. Here, the rotating motion is replaced
by an axial motion, here a shaking movement. In essence, the principle remains the same.
[0025] Figure 7 shows a solution in which the shaft (12) is replaced by a saddle shaped piece of sheet metal. This
piece can oscillate or vibrate. In essence, the function of this piece is the same as the shaft that is described in the
previous figures. Like in figure 5, two possible motions are indicated for illustration: oscillating and vibrating.
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[0026] Figure 8 shows the outfeed of the drums, and a possible spreading system. The drums drop the product on
the here flat surface of the spreader system. The rugs, cones and other obstacles are removed for clarity purposes.
Even though excess coating material has preferably been removed by the drum, for example by means of the angled
slots in the end section of the drum, some of the coating material will most likely fall on the spreader system as well.
The example shows a drive that will make the spreader system move, for example shake sideways. Other options are
to make the system vibrate in production direction (flow direction of the line), or even vertically, or any combination of
these movements that spreads the products on the spreading system. However, some movement is required to prevent
the products from sticking to the surface. Please note that in this example the drums are made from folded sheet metal.
The cross section is therefore not fully circular.
[0027] Figure 9 shows a different concept, where the actual infeed belt is split into the required number of sections,
for example equivalent to the number of downstream coating drums. The products are split by moving the belt sections
away from each other. To make sure every product is moved to a single belt section, there has to be some kind of
splitting means, here an obstacle (16). To make sure the long and sticky food products don’t get stuck at the obstacle
(16), moving or vibrating means (17), for example a moving or vibrating nose piece, is provided to remove the food
products from the feed splitting means (16), particularly from its tip. Alternatively the entire obstacle can be vibrated.
[0028] Figure 10 shows yet another embodiment of the present invention. Here the split of the food product feed 14
into several split streams 15 is carried out with a pipe manifold 18. The feed, here meat, particularly whole muscle
products, for example chicken-breasts are pumped into the pipe manifold 18, in which the stream is split and then fed
to a transportation belt or the like or directly into a coating apparatus.

LIST OF REFERENCE SIGNS

[0029]

1 food product
2 coating material
3 coated product
4 drum
5 infeed, belt
6 outfeed belt
7 splitting device
8 splitting means / separation area
9 vibrator system
10 shaker pan
11 outlet
12 shaft
13 saddle
14 feed
15 split streams
16 obstacle
17 nose piece
18 pipe manifold

Claims

1. Splitting device (7) for dividing a food product feed (14) into multiple streams (15), which comprises an inlet (16)
and multiple outlets (11), characterized in that the device (7) further comprises product feed splitting means (8)
and means (9, 12, 13, 17) to remove the products (3) from the feed splitting means (8).

2. Splitting device according to claim 1 or the preamble of claim 1, characterized in that it comprises means (9, 12,
13, 17) to reduce the adhesion force between the product and the splitting device (7).

3. Splitting device (7) according to claim 1 or 2, characterized in that the means (9, 12, 13) are a moving element
(12, 13, 17), preferably an oscillating, vibrating, rotating and/or linearly moving element, more preferably located at
the top of each device (7).

4. Splitting device (7) according to one of the preceding claims, characterized in that it comprises vibration means
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(9), which preferably vibrate the entire splitting device (7) or at least a part of it.

5. Splitting device (7) according to one of the preceding claims, characterized in that it comprises a ramp from which
the food products drop or slide.

6. Splitting device (7) according to one of the preceding claims, characterized in that it comprises a single infeed (5),
preferably a belt.

7. Splitting device (7) according to one of the preceding claims, characterized in that the food product feed (14) is
essentially split by gravitational force.

8. Splitting device (7) according to one of the preceding claims, characterized in that the means (9, 12, 13, 17) is
utilized to prevent food products from getting stuck in the device.

9. Splitting device (7) according to any of the previous claims, characterized in that the entire device is closed.

10. Splitting device (7) according to one of the preceding claims, characterized in that it is part of a food-product-
coating device (4).

11. Splitting device (7) according to claim 10, characterized in that the entire device (7) is connected to means that
extract dust loaded air from it and/or the food-product-coating device (4).

12. Splitting device according to one of claims 10 or 11, characterized in that each outlet is combined with a drum
coating system (4) and preferably a compact spreader on the outfeed side of the drums.

13. Splitting device according to the preamble of claim 1 or one of the preceding claims, characterized in, that the
splitting is carried out by a pipe manifold (18).
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